Solar System A
5/1-7
Cosmology based on the solar system seen (5/1)
from two System viewpoints - the ' lateral octave' in the Ray of
Creation said to originate in the 'unmanifest sun' , and the
'diagram of all living' which is shown in this Paper in a table
(5/2a) of three separate octaves comprising a 'food table'
similar to ours but on the vast scale of the solar system.
Physical,Vital and Psychic 'streams' of matter and energy
corresponding to the Food , Air and Impressions octaves
described with, above them , the'eternal unchanging' and
'absolute'.
The meaning of different levels in the table is
dependent on the octaves concerned ,which are discussed
in detail (5/3-5) , with higher levels of man considered in
(5/6 & 6a) , and, in (5/7) , an exploration of the meaning of
the Inner Circle of humanity illustrated in a freehand
enneagram.

(These Papers are probably from the mid-60s)

5/1.
One of the most convincing and satisfying of all cosmological
systems is that which is based on the sun.

For the sun is not only

the ultimate source of life, here on earth, it is also the ultimate
intelligence, the ultimate level of .consciousness towards which man
can aspire.

Man's highest aim, according to our system, is to achieve

"immortality within the limits of the solar system", and everything
a man could want or hope to possess is said to be already realised
in the sun.

We are far from understanding what these sayings mean;

but at least we can feel E;Omething of the sun's inf'luence, here on
earth, whereas to understand the significance of what lies beyond the
sun, in the milky wey- or the gala.xies,is beyond our comprehension
altogether, as the time scale is too vast.

Nor is it enough to limit

our enquiry to the earth only, still less to organic, life or only to
man himself, for by doing so we are leaving important elements out
of account.
There are two parts of the system which describe a cosmology in
these terms, on the scale of the solar system as a whole.

The first

1ateral octave" in the ray of creation, the second is the
"diagram of a.11 living".
The lateral octave describes the passage
of a. secondary or la.tera.l ra;y which branches off from the main rey,
of creation from a point above the sun. This lateral ray, which is
said to originate in the "unmanif'est sun11 , passes through first the
planetary world, and then through three aspects of life here on earth,
which are called symbolically "man", "sheep",. and ttearthworm" •.
It
then passes on through the world of plants, and finally to the earth
itself and the moon.
These eight steps form an "ootave" of' which the
upper "interval" occurs between the sun and the planetary world, and
the lower interval is filled by the world of plants. Like the ra;, of creation itself, this lateral octave describes the
different levels through which creation passes. But whereas the ray
o:f creation is so big in scale that man does not exist, the lateral
octave is much more within our reaoh.
It tells us many things about
man's relation to other creatures, and particularly the level of' his
being in relation to the world of organic:: life in which he lives.
is the

0

Still more concerned with levels, and in a muah more precise way, is
the "diagre.m of all living" - and here we are speaking of the same
range of elements, although described in somewhat different terms.
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The di8,6--ra.m of all living is a vecy extraordinary cosmological
di~o-ram.

One of the keys to its meaning is an understanding of

the hydrogen numbers on which it is based.

These numbers a.re the

same as those in the "table of hydrogens",, yet they ref er to quite

What do they really mean?
Now it is possible to put the diagram of all living in a different
form. We can express it, not as · a oontinuous series of steps, but
different things.

in the same way as the~tlµ-ee-storeyed factory, as three separate
.

octaves.

page//1~

(see fig. 1] ) (For simplicity the three octaves are shown

side by side, instead of -in relation to the three storeys.)
When we see the diagram of a.11 living in this form, its meaning
becomes much clearer - we find tha.t it refers to a food table similar
to our own, but on a. gigantic scale - the scale of the solar system.
And we f ~ too, that the three octaves refer to three different

streams which c-an be distinguished in the world around us, and which
exist in every point, evecy moment of our lives.

· The first, which

corresponds to the food octave in our food table, includes all the
great orders of mat-ter and energy with which science is familiar metallicr, substances,- minerals,. organic matt~, air and other rare

gases, electromagnetic vibrations, gravitational forces - all these
and many others form the physical basis of the cosmos.
The sec-ond great stream includes all life in ~he cosmos.

It is

this - the 'air' octave - which ma.ices the cosmos alive, instead of
consisting only of dead matter, like the moon.

All the different

plants and animals which have evolved from the beginning of time,
(including ma.11 himself' as a species - as homo sapiens) and many other

aspects of' nature which we cannot ordinarily see or understand - her
crea.tive power, her intelligenc-e, her sense of beauty, her imagination
and invention -

all these taicen together form the vital principle in

the cosmos, the subtle basis which interpe~rates the physical.
And the third great stream is connected with the development of.

psychic and spiritual energy in the cosmos, and with all those
higher -functions which are related to mind.

This stream, which

compares with the timpressions' octave in our food table, is connected
directly ~ith man and his development - with the idea of the inner
circ.le of' humanity, which makes this development possible through
the ages, and with the different levels which it is possible for

man to reach.
Above these three streams a.re two f'urther levels - the •eternal
unchanging', and the

1

absolute'.,

It is in the eternal unchanging

-
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world that the plan, the conception of this gre at being exist s,
the details of which are realised in the development of the three
octaves below.

Here would be the 'great laboratory of nature'

where all the different prototypes of organic life are made, and
here too would be the book in which man's possibilities a.re written·.
But underneath them both would be the blueprint, the design for the
solar system as a whole - the calculations which :regiilate the motions
of the earth and all the planets - not only as we know them now but
throughout the whole of time - and the manner in which they each
develop and grow, and perform the dif'ferent functions for which they
are intended in relation to the ~hole cosmos •
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

But what is the real meaning of these different levels in the
diagram o:f all living?

We see now that they have different

meanings according to ea.eh octave.

'Vertebrates' (48), :f'or instance,

will mean one thing in the food octave, another in the air octave,
a.nd still a third thing in the impressions octave,

That is perhaps,

wlzy we were always told that the meaning · could change.

do they a~tually mean?

But what

Perhaps we should start at the beginning.

'Metals' (768) are :f'"ood - the basic substance upon which the .
cosmos feeds.

Suns - solar . systems - :feed on planets. Taken over
a.tt enormous span oI time, planetary matter is absorbed into the
gravitational L~fluenoe of solar systems, and condenses to form
new planets like our earth.
1i...1ce t-he moon, this ba.sio, substance
is without life. It is only through the action of plants (I92) that
the surface layers of the earth a.re conditioned in such a. wa:, that
lif'e can develop. Plants are in fact the ca.rbon in the first triad,
and. the c:onditioned earth which results from their action is the
'Minerals' (384).
'Minerals' (384) would therefore mean all matter belonging to

nerl note -

the earth's surface ley-ers whicrh could not have existed without the
presence 0£ organic life.

It is matter of this kind that scientists

hope to discover on other planets, as an indication that life has
existed, or still exists.

The great unsolved mystery is how such

matter first c:ame into existence, if plants have to be already there··
to produc~ it.

But once established, 'minerals' (384) become the

ground in which plants3/1~Wo1f, aided by the action of invertebrate

creatures such as the eartlrworm, innumerable kinds of bacteria., and
a whole host of queer~sha.ped living

things which occupy the
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su..rfa.ce lc1.yers of ou:r planet, ai'1.d usually pass unnoticed.

All these

may be incluc!.ed in the term 'invertebrates' (96) which a.re the ca.rb-ol'h

in the second triad, and enable 'plants'
(I92) to develop front
'minerals' (384).
'Plants' {I92) are therefore the third level of matter in the ~osmos,
and in this context' the word. 'plants' has to be taken on a very big
scale, a.s re:ferring to the film of orga.nic,matter which surrounds
our planet, including possibly the atmosphere itself•, which is
largely created and maintained by plants.

But when we come to the

second octave - the 'air' octave - the meaning of' 'plants' (I92) is
rather different.
Here we are spea.~h~ of the speaial role pl~ed
by plants in the creation of life.
For plants correspond, on this
enormous scale, to 'breath' - they are, as it were, the lungs of this
the breath whioh makes it

great cosmos,

alive.

11.ow we know that in our own f'ood tn.ble it is the entry of the
air octave a.t this particular point wl1ich enables the food oct~,ve to

continue.

And here, too, we find the same thing is true.

For without

the initial role played by planta, an enormous number o~ different
states of matter and energy would never have appeared on our planet.
To mention only a few, there are the vast stores of precious fuel -

coal, oil and gas - to be found in the earth's surface; then there
are the nitrogen compounds, the oxygen in the earth's atmosphere, and
the inf'initely varied role plaJ7ed by carbon compounds in living matter;
and on a more subtle level are the different vibrations produced by

living things - sound waves, electro - nervous vibrations, radio waves,
infra red and heat.

All these different levels of matter and energy

are in continuous manufacture on our planet, and at the same time

many higher levels of energy are being received

- and all this is

made possible by the existence of plants, for plants are the initial
·and essential step in the evolution of life.
We ca.TL~ot s;zy exactly what these di~ferent levels in the 'food'
octave refer to - we only know that once the initial impetus has been
given 1.zy- the entry of plants the octave continues on its own, up to

the level of 'a..'l'Jgela' (I2).

The word •a-11.gels' is said to refer to

planets, a.nd it is possible tri.at this level is connected, in the food
octave, with planetary influences of various kinds which are being

exchanged within the solar system as a whole.

But meanwhile the

'air' octave is continuing, and passes from 'plants•(I92) to
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• invertebrates 1 (96), aJ1d thence to 'vertebrates t (48) e
In -this context - that of the • air' octave - these three notes

refer cru.ite simply to the three .great orclers of living creatures
in the world around us, i.e. pla.~ts, invertebrates a.~d vertebrates.
The functions of these three orders of' being are interlocked ver·tebrates consume plant tissue, their bodies grow and die and are
consumed by invertebrates; this is the first triacl in the air octave.
But more important, perhaps, is the fa.et tha.t these three notes lead

u.p to the creation of man.

Mroi is the 'carbon' in the second triad,

and without his inf'luence vertebrates could not develop - man suddenly
appears upon the scene as an essenti"tl step in the evolution of' life

on earth.
What is mea.--it by 'man' in this context, and wby is his presence

needed by Nature?

We are inclined to think of man as separate from

Nature, but in reality Na.ture needs his help, just as he depends on

her.

Nature needs his help at a certain stage - the stage where her

growth h;:,,s to be guided and controlled - in the development of crops,

the breeding of animals, the fertilisation of the soil, and particularl;y
in man's capacity for knowledge and research. For,ma.n in this context
is Mind (Manas)
the mind which is able to guide Nature.
And if
Nature is given the right impetus at this stage, her oC'tave will
continue to a very high level indeed.
But all too o:ften this impetus
is lacking, and then disaster £ollows
Nature suffers, as.-id man begins
to starve.
It is interesting that man's capacity to help Nature depends always
on the level he himself has reached.
It depends on the level of his'
own civilisation, and this in its turn depends on the influence of the
inner circle of' humanity.
Man's development is therefore not a
separate thing - it is essential for the growth and the well - being
of the whole cosmos, just as the development of his mind is essentialfor the well-being of individual man.
For it is man's development
which corresponds to the 'impressions' octave in our own f'ood table,
ru.,d it begins, in the di~.,gram of all living, on the level of
'vertebrates' (48).
'Vertebrates' (48) in the 'impressions'octave refers to the ordinary
level of hu.ma.J1ity, i.e. man I, 2 a.ncl 3.

•Man' (24), the second note

in the impressions octave, refers to man no. 5, 1 angels' (I2), the third
note, ref'ers to man no. 6, and •a.roha.ngels' (6) ref'ers to man no. 7.
If we put in the carbons belonging to each note, each triad, we discover
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man,_v interesting things a.bout the relation between different levels

of man.

·F or man no.

the help o:f man

5 to emerge above the level of man I, 2

ancl

3,

no. 6 is neeclecl - in other words •angels' are the

carbon in the triad which ena.bles 'man' to emerge above the level of
'vertebrates'.

For man noo 6 to emerge above the level of man no.5,

the help of· man no. 7 is needed - in other words' archangels' are the
carbon in the triad. which enables 'a."'lgels' to emerge above the level

of' 'man 1 •

And fer ma,~ no. 7 to emerge above the level of man no. 6

the help of' some higher influence - the 'eternal -unchanging' - is

It is here that the interval occu.rs for which the

necessary.

•second conscious shock' is

requ.irede

There are a great many things one does not underGtand about all this,

but the principles are clear enough

the evolution o~ man can only

proceect in steps, along the linesof' a well-clefined plan, ancl at ea.oh
step certain requirements have to be :fulf'illecl.

The success of t h e

plan is by no mea.'1.s gne,ra.,.11teed, :for i-t depends on the right conditions

the right kind of schools and the right levels of m~..n - being available
at

each step.

But the question that remains unanswered is whether·

these diff~ren-t; levels of man have always existed - whether they are
really different beings - or whether transformation is possible from

one level to the next, and. if so· on what kind of time scale.,
Jmd if this is the meaning of 'man', 'angels' azid 'archangels' in

the 11'1..ird octave, what clo they mea.'1 in the second, the •air' octave?
We have suggest eel tha.t 'm?.n' in the air octave refers to mankind; to
hu.ma-."11..i ty existing on ;,, high enough level of culture to come to the

assistance of Nature.
Nature?

But what are 'angels'?

The emotional side of

Beings which exist in Nature - beings which we cannot see,

like the soul of a particular :forest, or an ocean, or a mormta.in pee.k?
- be ings which we ca..n only know emotionally, for they 8_o not exist for

the logical mind ?
.And 'archangels' - are they perhaps the higher
' . :.J.
·
in !fa.tur~
·
.._
.,_
in
,, e 11 1gences;
- u i..e 11 1gences
wh.ic h .i.,
i.- .ne Great L auorauor;yuses , t o
develop her experiments , to put them into practice?

For the Great

!.a.borator~,r exi s ts on the level above, the level of the

t

- corresponding perhaps to the lev el of the Inn er Circle

Eternal Unc.he.nging

in

t he thira. octave, which would exist above the 6.ifferent levels of man-.
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Which brings us to what is perhaps the most important of all questions the meaning of the Inner Circle of humanity.
What is the Inner Circle of humanity? As we have put it on the diagram
(below) it is something above the level of man as we know him - an
intelligence or a consciousness which looks after man's fate on a very
big scale , throughout the whole of historic time. And yet for that very
reason it must be something which exists within each of us - something
which every man in the world possesses , even though he may not know
it. Connection with the Inner Circle is therefore an inner connection ,
not just an outer one. Beyond that it is difficult to speak.
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(Pages 5/6a & 5/7 are from Colin's handwritten concluding drafts for this paper)

